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I

ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet

V

GUEST – 2nd HOUR

A

BBS RADIO

Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2
Bot Flash Player and HTML5 Player for available.

* Stargate Round Table

Host: MariettaRobert
Thursdays at 6 pm Pacific / 9 pm Eastern

Listen live online
Listen in by phone:

http://bbsradio.com/station2schedule
712-775-4842 – PRESS 2
Direct - 701-719-3600

* Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: Tara & Rama
Fridays at 6 pm Pacific / 9 pm Eastern

Listen live online
Listen in by phone:

http://bbsradio.com/station2schedule
712-775-4842 – PRESS 2
Direct - 701-719-3600

* History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Tara & Rama
Saturdays at 6 pm Pacific / 9 pm Eastern

Listen live online
Listen in by phone:

http://bbsradio.com/station2schedule
712-775-4842 – PRESS 2
Direct - 701-719-3600

* Friday, Saturday CONFERENCE CALL:

The call moves from the radio to the Conference line:
For 1 hour – 6 pm Pacific / 9 pm Eastern, then returns to BBS Radio
Listen on the phone
641-715-3650 PIN 353863#
Listen online
641-715-3650 PIN 353863#
www.freeconferencecallhd.com

To interact during live shows: Canada/US: 1-888-429-5471 Direct: 323-744-4841
International: 1-530-413-9537
C Skype:

BBSradio2

D Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down on LHS; click on Live Talk Radio Shows
• Scroll down to find the name of the show you’re looking for; click on “Library Archives”
• Clicking on those words takes you to the listing of all program archives, the latest one
being at the top.
• You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
E Archives also exist on the 2013 website:
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http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/
look under the “Archives” tab for
written notes, as well as the audio recordings of the conference calls
II

ACCESS TO OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

B

Tuesdays

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
6 pm Pacific/ 9 pm Eastern
By telephone only:
1 – 605-475-5950; PIN 972400#
Ashtar on the Road
2Nd & 4th Tuesday each month: 6 pm Pacific/9 pm Eastern
Host is Fran; various guests
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/ashtarteleconferences.html
by Phone:
1-228-339-7800 or 1-712-832-8330
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]

via HD Conferencing:

https://www.freeconferencecallhd.com/hd-conferencing/
PIN # 980339 [always the same]

via Skype

Click on the voip button and enter what they ask for:
https://www.freeconferencecallhd.com/hd-conferencing/

C

Wednesdays:

D

Every 2nd Wednesday

III

7:00 – 9:00 EST

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only: 1–712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay# [good for 1 wk] 1-712-432-0990 PIN 66238#

The Abundance Call
5:45 PM Pacific / 8:45 PM Eastern – a 1 hour call
with the Collective, a group of Angelic and Galactic beings,
channeled by Caroline Oceana Ryan
To be notified: email AscensionTimes@gmail.com with the message "YES to Abundance!"

GENERAL INFORMATION ; PODCAST ADDRESS; OPENING MEDITATION; MAYAN CALENDAR
A: HOST

Cathy Lauren

[CL]

B: SOURCE OF ESOTERIC BOOKS
• Phoenix Books in Columbus OH – all manner of esoteric books that cannot be found
generally; call 614-264-3100 to get Robert Peters, professional Astrologer & owner

C: INFORMATION ON Dr Keshe:
Introduction to the website
• There is a wikipedia on the foundation website: lots of definitions and
answers to questions there too; also a first aid information page • Also the kids workshops; the last 10 workshops by Keshe are about spirit
• First week in June /17 - good interview of Keshe by someone from northern
Europe: he gave directions on how to make GANS with a battery
• The Kerry Ellis workshops are also good
D: Podcast: B B S RADIO
https://bbsradio.com/sites/default/files/audio_dirs_three/stargateroundtable/Stargate_Round_Table_201802-15.mp3
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E: Opening Meditation:

Angelsu

Angelsu also draws 3 cards for the week: from Su Cummings Jeffers FaceBook page
https://www.facebook.com/su.jeffers
Cards used (now out of print) are 11:11 Activation Cards by Zera Starchild.

7 Day StarGate RoundTable Meditation with AngelSu.
Thursday February 15, 2018.

StarGate RoundTable Meditation Cards.

#1. The Sun (The New Day): I am the Light and the Sun of the Golden Day!
#2. Heaven (Divine Bliss): Heaven is in my Heart. I become filled with its Grace... until it
bubbles over... and spills out into the world.
#3. Holy Grail (Quest/Discovery): I drink from the Holy Grail. I am made whole.
From the panel members:
Omena – the whole problem in Florida is hurting so much: will Congress find the balls to do
something about it? No one addresses the problem: ‘now is not the time’ - send Michael
the Archangels to all of them.
T: Nicholas Cruz was expelled for disciplinary reasons, yet has been linked to a major white
supremacist groups
• it was discovered that 6 months ago by the FBI that he was planning to do this – there is
something fishy about this, has to do with mind control and what they wanted to
cover up
• Rama talked with Sam Seder and Bobby Kennedy Jr on The Majority Report during the break
• they told him there was going to be a closed door session by Senate Intelligence
Committee of the Mueller investigation about nailing Ivanka & Don Jr re: embezzlement
deals made with russian Khazarian mobsters over last 5 years – some of them with drug
running and arms deals
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• Also Mueller has the entire Trump tax records in his possession, with major black holes in
them
• Arrest warrants have been issued by the Provost Marshall General and a few good
members of the Pentagon to members of the Grump family and have been
delivered – that is the link: time to round up all the criminals - this is has to be
moved into the light, wide open channels
O: you mean this was staged as a cover up?
T: ABSOLUTELY! Did it at Sandy Hook – every single one of these kinds of events is a black op
and at least 200 school shootings have happened since Sandy Hook
R: the father of the supposed shooter at Sandy Hook – and the shooter was not the young man,
but a Black Op; the father of the supposed shooter was supposed to testivyy in front of
congress about improprieties at the US Security Exchange Commission
O: Yes, it’s very ugly
T: so deep and so big and so ugly! Time’s up!
O: has no messages at the moment T: goes back to the reading below – it’s about the reason NESARA came into being after 1949 –
has to do with the rigging of the banking system – Tara did not finish reading the whole
article
HARD NEWS

Tara – T

Rama - R

T: Rama having a bad time with his voice; his visit to RanaMu had good results, but it’s back
again today.
What Happened on Monday, Feb 12/18
Ram went to see RanaMu today, and he got on the biobed and on the wall behind the biobed,
which is galactic tecnology, there is a flat screen which shows the heart beat, the pulse, the brain
activity, the condition of the spinal cord and the central nervous system of the person on the bed.
It also shows the aura and chakra system in terms of colour, sound and vibration patterns. So
after the screen diagnosis, RanaMu decided to use the two lasers that came out of the ceiling and
which she activated. She began sending the ruby ray and the sapphire blue ray into Rama’s throat
chakra as he was beginning to lose his voice.
RanaMu told Ram to let go and focus on his breath, and Rama fell asleep during the treatment,
maybe for 45 minutes or so. Then RanaMu gently wakened Ram and after the treatment, the King
of Egypt and Dodi and Di showed up on another screen in the healing room.
It showed a split screen, and on one side Ram could see the King of Egypt in his office at Harrod’s
Department Store in London, and on the other screen he saw Dodi and Di in the Wesak Valley in
their yurt. Dodi and Di told Ram the reason Israel is upping the ante in Syria is that Netanyahu
and his extreme right wing Lakud party are being targeted for international war crimes and crimes
against humanity, coming soon to world media screens.
Right now Prime Minister Netanyahu of Israel is in the news – every day now, there are protestors
in the streets, telling him to get out – he’s facing corruption charges – embezzlement, and trying
to give amnesty to ex-patriots like Shelly Adelson, who was also involved in 9/11.Behind those
charges are the coming indictments for his and his party’s participation in 9/11, along with other
countries’ cabal members collaborations as well in this dastardly deed.
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Dodi, Di and the King of Egypt all said “As we approach this partial solar eclipse and new moon on
Thursday, along with the new moon, send more love to all the situations going on. And continue
to work with the planetary grid of Divine transfiguring Love.”
Ram asked the question, “Will the galactics intervene should Israel attempt to start a war with
Iran?” The King of Egypt said to Ram, “You know my answer, Lord Rama. The answer is Dr
Keshe’s technology and his star ships, backed by the Ashtar Command, will indeed intervene to
avert any kind of attempts to go to war with Iran. Israel’s planes won’t work; their tanks won’t
work. Their guns won’t work. Only Love prevails. Continue the mission. NESARA NOW. Michelle for
President. Be Calm. Be Love. Be Peace.”
T: On Wednesday, Feb 14/18, Rama went up to the ski valley at 10,000 feet and took his big crystal grid and
5 of his chemtrail busters, sometimes known as ‘Holy Hand Grenades’. He took them there to amplify the
work of clearing the chemtrails and their negative effects on the people of Santa Fe.
Then he took his two large Arkansas crystal wands which he carries with him always, and started spinning
them. After about 10 minutes of that, Tom the Ring-Tailed the Cat, all 12 feet of him, walked right of the
woods. Ram said he hugged me and looked me in the eye and said, “Remember, we’ve got this one, and Mr
Obama is the man!”
Then Ram’s cell phone rang and when he answered it, it was the King of Swords and he said to Ram,
“Remember your bridge training, Lord Rama” – meaning, Rama got to sit several times in Captain Ashtar’s
chair and direct a 6 hour shift on the bridge of the New Jerusalem – being in charge of a 5,000 mile diameter
sstarhips with 12 levels of activity going on there. And that’s all he said except for “NESARA now. Michelle for
President. See you on the Bridge!”

R: there’s a lot to learn about all the functions carried out by the various departments on the ship. He recalls
doing much of this in the night work.
T: her sense of what he is telling her is that this is not frivolus, and the rest of us are bringing in the
enlightenment literally, with helpers like Dr Richard Wolff.
Talked to Sam Seder today and Bobby Kennedy Jr who was the guest on The Majority Report – talking
of the Florida shooting. Both of them said to Ram to remember that the United States is the greatest
purveyor of violence on the planet, as Dr King said. Bobby K said he lost his uncle – and Bobby
knows his uncle is alive, and his dad is not, and he cannot say a thing
R: And Sirhan Sirhan is not the man who shot Bobby Kennedy Sr – it was the CIA who did it – Sirhan Sirhan
was a Palestinian and that ‘s why he was put away! R was supposed to go there that night – the
Embassy Hotel - and could not get a ride.
T: What they told Rama is that they have been doing something about it, and the culprits are putting gag
orders – 46 days have been passed since Jan 1 and 18 school shootings since that day! Amy said
there were over 200 school shootings since Sandy Hook in 2012; RT said over 300 since 2013

• this does not happen anywhere else, unless the US Black Ops have something to do it.
• This is about mind control – and what was supposed to have happened in Congress if this Black Op had
not distracted us? This was Bobby Kennedy speaking!

• There was to have been a closed door meeting on the Mueller investigation about nailing the
Grump’s daughter and son Donald Jr for engaging in embezzlement and deals with the Khazaian
Russian mobsters – some of the deals involved drug running and arms deals
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• Mr Mueller has Grump’s complete tax records in his possession. The arrest warrents have been
issued by the Provost Marshall General directly to the Grump and his entire immediate family.

• With this new moon and the solar eclispe work with the Violet Flame energies and be calm,
and hold accountable those that take us in the opposite direction. NESARA NOW, Michelle for
President. Namaste!

T: This is a lot to take in: please: THIS IS NOT THE TIME FOR DESPAIR
R: the best is yet to come . . . like ecstasy and joy and being in the moment!
T: the feelings are very challenging in the body!
Don: Omena is not able to engage BBS – doesn’t know what to say . . .
T: an interview a week ago Saturday when Max Keiser interviewed Nomi Prins who did
documentary work, and worked very high up in Goldman Sachs: she knows the story inside
out!
• The reason NESARA even came up to be applied: A two banking systems had been set
up – one for ordinary people, and one for the oligarchy.
Tara reads the transcript of interview – created by her - between Max Keiser and Nomi Prins.
From The Keiser Report, 2nd half, Saturday, February 3, 2018. [The first part of this show was
presented on February 2, 2018 on the Saturday History Program.]
Episode 1184

2018-02-03

https://www.rt.com/shows/keiser-report/417765-episode-max-keiser-1184/
The ‘Mnuchin massacre’ and one-way bets on the dollar are among the topics for Max and Stacy in this
episode. In the second half, Max interviews Nomi Prins, author of the soon-to-be-released book,
‘COLLUSION: How Central Bankers Rigged the World’. They also discuss the current market situation and
how a new Fed chairman may approach a crash.
Max: Welcome back to the Keiser Report. I’m Max Keiser. It’s time now to turn to Nomi Prins, author of
soon-to-be released Collusion: How Central Bankers Rigged the World. Nomi, welcome.
Nomi: Thanks. How ya doin’?
Max: Always great to see you. In this hotel, the Sunset Marquis, you developed a pitch over a 24 hour binge
– is that correct?
Nomi: That’s right. I had the idea . . . spoke it out in my mind and sat in a room here for 24 hours. And I
got it out to my publisher. And here we are, a couple of years later, with the book about to be out.
Max: Is Billy Bob Thornton in the book?
Nomi: Billy Bob Thornton?
Max: Might be . . .
Nomi: Might be!
Max: We have to wait and buy the book!
Nomi: Yep [with a big grin!]
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Max: OK. Each section of your book starts in a different area of the world. Yet always in the same year,
2008 which is Ground Zero for collusion. So what evidence do you have for the collusion or what do you
mean by collusion?
We are talking collusion between central banks? Tell us more!
Nomi: Yeah. So basically the Fed is the central collusion Meister! And in the beginning of the financial crisis,
they decided to save our banks, the US banks, because they basically caused the crisis, and they did it by
manufacturing money and all these other things over the past decade. Yet they also did it by reaching out to
all their Central Banker friends throughout the world, particularly the European Central Bank, the Bank of
Japan, an onset of Euro banks, and they said “Look, we need your help!” However this was all done in the
background. What was happening publically? Publically, they acted as though they saved the system in a
period of 6 months or a year.
Max: Who were they colluding against?
Nomi: They were colluding against the general public. Yet they colluded with each other to rig rates to keep
money at the average zero levels that we have today, to buy trillions of dollars’ worth of bonds from
governments and from banks. It allowed them to value all of their bonds up. So they basically artificially
rigged the entire bond market, stock market, because all of these institutions now have access to cheap
money with which they can buy their own shares and effectively just totally change the financial system.
Yet what I did was I went country by country . . . that I call pivot countries in the book. So I did Mexico. I
did Brazil. I did China. I did Japan. I went throughout Europe. And those are the pivot areas that I looked at
and how they colluded over time. So I was going back to 2008, Ground Zerio, and seeing how they dealt
with their own country’s issues relative to the United States, and also what the Fed wanted them to do and
what they wanted to do for themselves.
So there is always a little tension and there also a lot of collaboration from the standpoint of major central
banks.
[movie with bernie schector with the song “money”]
Max: So this is an interesting historical development . . . central banks . . . walk us through this because
you’ve written a number of books in covering banking in the history of banking and historically, central banks
were set up, we know, to be the lender of last resort, to be a back stop to the banking system to prevent
things like bank runs from getting out of control. So as there were different central banks in different
countries that are operating up to what you are suggesting here, they were operating independent of each
other and their role in these economies was to – as you were saying – be a backstop to the banking system.
So as they collude as you were talking about, we had sort of, a kind of a post market economy. In other
words, central banks started to participate in markets.
You know, from the 1987 crash, Al Greenspan and the Plunge Protection Team which included Ronald Reagen
and Robert Rubin . . . they started, the Central Bank started, began to become a player. Now we hear the
Central Bank of Switzerland is buying – aggressively buying – stocks. So these Central Banks – how do they
fit in the global banking system? What are they doing now? Instead of them being lender of last resort, they
are the buyer of first order – like, exactly what are they doing? What are they doing?
Nomi: Well, that’s right. They have become massive hedge funds [managers], for one thing, yet instead of
borrowing money for going to investors, instead of using their money to find things, they are creating money
so that they are fabricating electronic money! They are going through the financial system to basically get it
out there. And they have collectively got about $21.7 trillion worth of assets on their books through
quantitative easing which has been used to purchase corporates [?] as you are the European Central Bank
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[ECB], equities and ETF’s as you are the Bank of Japan [BOJ], mortgage assets and government bonds, as
you are the Fed. And they have become ‘THE MARKET’!
They have not just become a buyer in the market and a lender of cheap order to all of the major banks.
They have become effectively the rigger of the market. So everything that is going on now is a fabrication at
the hands of the collusion that the Fed began and used its counter parties of central banks throughout the
world to manifest. It’s kind of like financial warfare.
So we had a G7 situation, after World War 2, and there was a collaboration between the major G7 countries
in terms of geo-politics and what we have now is, in terms of the monetary system, in terms of currencies, in
terms of asset evaluations and sky rocketing assets, we have that collusion amongst the same central banks.
Then we have the ones on the outside looking in – Mexico, Brazil, China, and so forth – trying to find their
spot in this new monetary system and this new artificial market place to be independent.
So that’s where the shift is changing. That’s why China has risen so much as a super power. Their central
bank was very vocal, and I have a lot of this in the book about going against the Fed and they say “Look,
what the Fed is doing is insanity.” They are creating a bubble. They are fabricating money. This will not end
well. And what China has decided [to do] is to find a different way around that which is to [by creating]
create trading partnerships and, all over the world, start to actually finance development which the United
States does not do with the money they are creating, in order to basically peel people away, peel countries
away from the United States, from their money, and from the Federal Reserve policy.
Max: What do they say they are doing? In other words, how do they justify this? You say ‘collusion.’ That
has a negative connotation yet, of course, they don’t consider themselves to be colluding in anything. They
think of themselves as ‘coordinating policy’!!! What do they think they are doing exactly?
Nomi: They think – well, what they think they are doing and what they actually say they are doing are two
different things. What they say they are doing is stimulating economies. So the Federal Reserve supposedly by injecting $4 ½ Trillion dollars into the financial system, buying bonds, and on the back of that, elevating
their securities upwards - they said that would create real growth. It hasn’t really grown the economy. It’s
grown the market. It’s grown the asset economy yet not the foundational economy. They believe they have
[gorwn the economy], and so what’s happening now, is all these central banks are talking yet not really
doing tapering.
So the Fed is saying all right we are going to raise rates a little bit. We are going to shrink our book here a
little bit . Yet in actuallity, as you look at it on a global basis which is where the collusion comes into play, the
European Central Bank has a see-saw effect on the other side and is saying all right. Well, we’ll still keep
rates at negative. We’re going to increase our corporate bond-asset portfolio, just because we can.
These are institutions that have absolutely no accountability, no responsibility, no rules, and no regulations
for themselves. They can do whatever they want because all they are effectively doing is creating ledgers
amongst themselves and amongst the financial institutions, to which they provide this cash in return for
assets and [for keeping] to keep the rates low and to keep[keeping] that game going. That is their game!
Max: OK. So Ron Paul and the people who follow Ron Paul, they had a huge movement out there at one
point – Audit the Fed – and this was now probably going back 10 years and is part of the instigation for these
central banks to collude as a response to ’Audit the Fed’ . In other words, in the United States with the
Federal Reserve Bank, they started to talk about possibly tapering or tapering a little bit. You know – in
response to – Hey! You know this ‘Audit the Fed’ movement is getting out of control. We need to throw them
a bone.
So what you’re suggesting is, that on the back end, they made a call to the European Central Bank or Bank
of Japan, and said You know, we’ve got to appease these Ron Paul guys. So we’re gonna say we’re tapering.
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Yet can you please step up your purchases on a global basis? And we can keep the party going with the zero
percent interest rates to help out the oligarchy?
Nomi: That is exactly right! I mean the ECB is, like, key in this, right? . . . because what they said for 2
years now is they were going to stop their buying program. And then each time they got to the end of their
buying program deadline, they extended it. So at the end of last year, they said all right! We’re really gonna
taper this time! We’re gonna decrease the amount of assets we buy per month, yet then they extended the
amount of months they will buy assets – by a year!
So as you do the math on all of this, there is no tapering. This is ongoing colluison to keep money and asset
evalutions up within the entire system - again! With NO accountability. Partly though, they have this thing
where they want to be perceived as effective, so they are scared that all of this has not been effective or
that, sort of, the emperor will take his clothes off, or have no clothes, or whatever, in sort of, the wake of
this. And so, they want to perpetuate this idea that economies have grown on the back of this, and
governments are happy to do this.
This is sort of the external pollution element of it. The United States Government is perfectly fine, whether it
was Obama [Hillary] or whether it’s Grump to say [saying] look how the economy is growing, It’s growing
under my watch. Yet it’s not, really. What’s growing is the amount of assets that we purchase with this cheap
money and therefore the evalatuion of these assets . . . therefore mega amounts of debt, corporate debt,
public debt throughout the entire world, and massively high share values because corporations are issuing
debt to buy stock and so forth.
That’s not effective management. And they also have no exit plan, this thing I talk about, sort of, at the end
of the book. They don’t have a way to really taper, to really get out of this because they never did what they
said they were gonna do to begin with – which is stimulate growth. All they have done is stimulate the
financial system for the people at the top of it
Max: Well, they have created a magic money tree by buying back assets they own with the money that they
print.
Nomi: Right!
Max: and . . .
Nomi: It is a ponzi scheme! That is like the definition of a ponzi scheme – they are making the money
themselves. They are not even getting other people in on the money. They are actually creating money by
doing that as you say.
Max: So it’s almost separation of their role as being instrumental in having the responsible role in the
economy. They have gone rogue, and they are just buying assets and printing their own money to buy those
assets.
Nomi: That’s right. Their day job is to be regulators to the banking system in their respective countries. That
is what they are supposed to do, and there is some language in some of the central banks that says OK we
have to make sure there is a decent amount of employment, there is full employment, or some money in the
system, there is this certain level of inflation and so forth.
They have abdicated that entire sort of role except for just talking about it as though they are doing it
because all they are really doing is fabricating money, purchasing assets, and keeping that going amongst
the entire global community.
Max: Let me ask you a theoretical question here, that the amount of stocks actually traded in New York has
been reduced because . . . due to mergers and acquistions funded by all of this zero percent money – is
there a possbility that effectively, central banks and the collusion they talk about, take public markets
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private, take the majority of interesting stocks that are out there that could be bought by the public to
participate in growth and have a decent retirement account, and disappear it into the private sector, and
[then] we enter a post-market economy because all of the stocks and bonds have been bought by these
colluding central banks with their cheap money . . . they are taking the public’s money private, yet it’s not
just a company deciding “Oh, let’s take our company private”. Rather they have colldued to say “let’s take
the global stock market private.”
Nomi: Well, effectively because by providing that cheap money most easily to the small amount of financial
institutions that sort of control the gateway to the market, they have effectively controlled the market. I
mean that’s the whole idea of why I say they have rigged the world. They have really rigged all of the
financial system.
Max: So the question – as you say, ‘Oh the market is trading at 25x earnings, 30x earnings or X per cash
flow - those metrics are meaningless. They are meaningless. It’s like saying you know the people can’t
possibly work for these slave wages talking to the king [who says] “No. I’m the king and you can work for
slave wages, or I will put you in the gulag.” In other words, there is no democracy. There is no dynamism.
Nomi: Right.
Max: There’s just a massive takeover.
Nomi: There has been a massive takeover because all of the levels that we see today are not levels that are
sustained by actual growth at a company level, a wage level, at an individual financially security level. They
are simply created by the pollution of central banks.
Max: All right! So your book is called Collusion – it’s out in May - May 1st .
Nomi: Yes.
Max: Work Day – Workers’ Revolution Day! Nomi – Thanks for being on the show.
Nomi: Yeah – thank you!
Max: All right and that’s gonna do it for this edition of The Keiser Report with me, Max Keiser, and Stacy
Herbert. I’d like to thank our guest, Nomi Prins, the new book is Collusion. Till next time, bye y’all.
GUEST:

Dr Michael Ryce - WHY IS THIS HAPPENING TO ME AGAIN?
SEE LAST PAGE FOR CONTACT INFO OF MICHAEL AND JEANIE

PLEASE REFER TO THE PODCAST – THE CONVERSATION WAS complex and went by very rapidly –
hearing it directly will provide the best understanding of dr rcyce’s teaching.
Dr MR: Enjoyed listening to what Tara was saying: time for change to occur!
• Brings up the apparent actuality that there are lots of creators in the world, as opposed to lots of
victims
• In the 1st century the Aramaic brought up tools to deal with the victim – the tool of forgiveness in
the sense of here I am in my pain and trauma and turmoil and I’m ready to get out of that –
it’s the result of a collective mind believing in victimhood
MR: what we’ve just been talking about is about the victimhood of all us
Dr MR: when we realize the idea of creatorship, and that forgiveness has nothing to do with letting people
off with anything, but dropping into that part of the mind where we accept the various notions, or
mindset – that part of the mind is creating the results in which we get involved as victims.

• Brings up the question of Perception
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About dr. michael ryce

http://www.whyagain.org/index.php/en/about-michael
dr. michael ryce is the founder and director of HeartLand, a self-healing
center in the Ozark mountains. He is a world renowned lecturer and teacher
on health and healing, with doctorates in Naturopathic Medicine and in
Holistic Philosophy. The focus of his studies has combined bodymind
principles, physics and ancient Aramaic studies into a unique body of
pioneering work in the fields of self-healing, healing through relationships,
anger and grief resolution, world peace and the inner process of
Forgiveness.

His unique syntheses of information and tools is acclaimed, “a powerful
blend of spiritual principles and intellectual clarity, guided by the heart!” His
workshops explain, with profound simplicity, how the mind/body/emotion
interaction affects health, every event in life, and impacts our relationships. In each self-contained workshop,
effective tools are presented to assist in creating high-level wellness and eliminating upset, lack and conflict.
His book, Why Is This Happening To Me . . . Again?!, is an international best seller.
In 2001 dr. ryce was appointed director of the Khabouris Manuscript foundation and is currently editing
translation work from the Manuscript and writing a new book based on the Khabouris, "The End Of Suffering,
Resurrecting The Original Aramaic Y'Shua".
The Khabouris (also spelled Khaburis) Codex is a copy of the oldest known Eastern Canon of the New
Testament in its native, and the original language of the Scriptures, Aramaic. The physical manuscript has
been carbon-dated at approximately 1000 AD plus or minus 50 years. The colophon bears the seal and
signature of the Bishop at the Church at Nineveh, then capital of the Assyrian Empire located today in the
present-day Iraqi city of Mosul. According to colophon it is a copy of a text from approximately 164 AD.
dr. ryce’s background includes electronics, business, and theology. He has a reputation among his peers as a
teachers’ teacher and a healers’ healer. A dynamic speaker, he is much sought after for his skill in teaching
the practical application of “self-help” tools. His work has been exposed, through private workshops and
seminars and television and radio work, to approximately 500,000 people in the last thirty five years.
michael has made a commitment to make the tools he has developed available to every mind on the planet
and, as a result, his travel workshops are free so everyone, regardless of the ability to pay, will have access
to the tools presented. Anyone with health, financial, career, or relationship problems can begin to turn their
situations around immediately when they use the tools dr. ryce offers.
Michael's Purpose Statement:
I now use my Being, compassion, caring, processing capacity and ability to nurture people along with
my communication skills and ability to synthesize information and gently confront people to learn and
teach True Forgiveness on a planet wide scale.
As my Beloved and I travel the planet every interaction we have inspires each person who hears us to
contact and express their highest creative abilities and Being so that together we create a world where
each supports every other in full expression of their True Essence and Purpose.
Defining and setting plans and goals that supports full achievement of this Purpose and doing the things
to carry it out while maintaining time for each other to play, keep romance alive and heal together are
easy, and automatic, are supported by Rukha and all of life.
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Contact List

Name

Position

Phone

Suburb

State

Country

dr. michael ryce

dr. michael ryce

954-205-4996

Theodosia

Missouri

USA

Jeanie Ryce

Jeanie Ryce

423-484-0120

Theodosia

Missouri

USA

Information

Information

n/a

Theodosia

Missouri

USA

webmaster

Webmaster

n/a

Theodosia

Missouri

USA

WEBSITE: http://whyagain.org
http://whyagain.org/index.php/en/worksheets
TO WATCH THE FREE VIDEO

http://www.whyagain.org/index.php/en/multimedia/audio-video-free
FREE 22 minute video on 1st Century Aramaic process of forgiveness
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